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The first release of 'The Octavius' from

the 1988 vintage was a Coonawarra

Cabernet Sauvignon, but we decided

that future releases would utilise our

great old Barossa Shiraz vineyards.

This, the sixth release of 'The Octavius'

and the fifth to be made principally

from Barossa Shiraz, is what the

Barossa does best.  The 1995 Octavius

utilises the cream of 100% Barossa

Valley fruit.  There are a number of

growers, along with ourselves, that have

vineyards dating back to the early

1900's.  These low bearing vines

provide grapes of immense flavour and

concentration.  It is a pleasure to watch

them evolve into classic wines.

The premium wines made from this

vintage are sturdy and robust and will

mature well into the next millennium.

It was a difficult season in the Barossa

with drastically reduced crops and most

vineyards suffering the effects of no

water.  Only the oldest dry grown

vineyards were able to withstand the

seasonal obstacles with the Barossa

Valley floor containing the best of them.

No Eden Valley fruit was used in 1995.

Deep plum in colour, the nose is very

earthy with strong cooking chocolate,

star anise and coffee aromas.  Hints of

leather, game and briary berries will

continue to evolve with time.  The

palate displays rich texture and firm

tannins.  This was a tough season and

the wine shows all the attributes

associated with this being firm and

focused and requiring long term

maturation to soften.

Harvested: Mid - Late March 1995
Wood: 70% in new and the remaining

30% in 1 and 2 year old
American oak octaves (air
dried for 8 years before
coopering at Yalumba) for 29
months

Alcohol: 14.0%

Total Acid: 6.3 g/l

Bottled: September 1997
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